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Abstract—Current batch tensor methods often struggle to
keep up with fast-arriving data. Even storing the full tensors
that have to be decomposed can be problematic. To alleviate
these limitations, tensor updating methods modify a tensor
decomposition using efficient updates instead of recomputing the
entire decomposition when new data becomes available. In this
paper, the structure of the decomposition is exploited to achieve
fast updates for the canonical polyadic decomposition whenever
new slices are added to the tensor in a certain mode. A batch
NLS-algorithm is adapted so that it can be used in an updating
context. By only storing the old decomposition and the new slice
of the tensor, the algorithm is both time- and memory efficient.
Experimental results show that the proposed method is faster
than batch ALS and NLS methods, while maintaining a good
accuracy for the decomposition.

I. INTRODUCTION

TENSOR decompositions are powerful tools for various

applications in machine learning and signal processing

[1]–[3]. Tensors are higher-order extensions of vectors and

matrices. They allow one to store and analyze large and higher-

order datasets with the use of compact and meaningful tensor

decompositions. As such, tensor tools are promising for big

data applications. Several algebraic and optimization-based

algorithms have been developed for tensor decompositions:

See for instance [4]–[6]. Recently, dedicated methods have

been designed for large, sparse, or incomplete tensors: See

for example [7]–[9] and references therein. Also, support for

structured and coupled tensor decompositions has been added

to tensor toolboxes such as Tensorlab [10], [11].

Mainly batch methods are used to handle higher-order data,

but they make one very important assumption: they assume

that the full tensor is available at the start and that it does

not change afterwards. As a result, these methods always

compute a decomposition for the whole tensor. Yet, in real-

time applications, tensors do not have to be immutable: the

tensor entries might change gradually (or abruptly) over time
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or the tensor may grow (or shrink) in one or more modes.

A tensor might even be so large that a decomposition for the

full tensor cannot be computed at once, but must be built up

from the decomposition of its subtensors, e.g., slice by slice.

The available time to compute a decomposition may also be

limited. In such cases, one would like to update the tensor

decomposition using only the data that has changed. Such

efficient updating methods for tensor decompositions are cur-

rently being investigated [12]–[14]. While the decomposition

might lose some accuracy, the speed and memory efficiency

of updating methods may give them an advantage in practice.

In this paper, we exploit the structure of the Canonical

Polyadic Decomposition (CPD) of a tensor to obtain a Non-

linear Least Squares (NLS) updating algorithm. We apply the

framework for the computation of structured tensor decompo-

sitions proposed in [15], [16] to modify the CPD when new

tensor slices become available and old slices become outdated.

This yields a CPD updating method that is more efficient

than the existing batch methods, while maintaining a good

accuracy. Additionally, the method only has to store the old

decomposition and the new tensor slice in every updating step,

thus making it both time- and memory-efficient. The method

also admits arbitrary windowing strategies and can be used for

tensors that have a dynamic tensor rank.

We fix notation and give basic definitions in Section II. We

derive our method in Section III, discuss numerical experi-

ments in Section IV and conclude in Section V.

II. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS

Scalars, vectors and matrices are denoted by lowercase (a),

bold lowercase (a) and bold uppercase letters (A), respec-

tively. We refer to tensors by using letters in calligraphic

script (T ). An N th order tensor has N different modes. The

outer product of N vectors, denoted by v(1)
⊗ · · · ⊗ v(N),

is a natural extension of the outer product of two vectors.

The result is an N th-order tensor T of which each entry is

defined as follows: ti1...iN = v
(1)
i1

v
(2)
i2

· · · v
(N)
iN

. For simplicity

of notation, third-order tensors will be used throughout the

rest of the paper. A mode-n fiber tij:, ti:k or t:jk of a tensor

T ∈ R
I×J×K is a vector obtained by fixing all indices but

the nth. Likewise, a mode-(m,n) slice Ti::. T:j: or T::k is

a matrix obtained by fixing all but the mth and nth index.

The Frobenius norm is denoted by ||.||F and the Kronecker,

Khatri–Rao and Hadamard products of matrices by ⊗, ⊙ and

∗, respectively, where

A⊗B =

[

a11B a12B ···
a21B a22B ···

...
...

...

]

,A⊙B = [ a1⊗b1,...,aR⊗bR ] ,
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and (A ∗ B)ij = aijbij . Herein A = [ a1...,aR ] and B =
[ b1...,bR ]. The mode-n product of a tensor and a matrix is

denoted by ·n and defined as (T ·n G)i1,...,in−1jin+1iN =
∑

n ti1,...,iN gjin , where the nth dimension of T is equal to

the number of columns of G. The transpose of a matrix M is

written as MT and its Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse as M†.

vec(X) denotes the vectorization of the matrix X, i.e., putting

the columns of X below each other and diag(x) forms a square

matrix that has x as its diagonal.

A third-order tensor has rank 1 if it is the outer product of

three non-zero vectors. The rank of a tensor is the minimal

number of terms that is needed to write the tensor as a linear

combination of rank-1 tensors. This leads to the CPD of

a tensor, which decomposes a rank-R tensor T as a linear

combination of R rank-1 terms:

T =
R
∑

r=1

ar ⊗ br ⊗ cr.

The vectors ar, br and cr are usually collected into factor

matrices A, B and C, as follows: A = [a1 . . . aR], and simi-

larly for B and C. The CPD is written as T = JA,B,CKR,

or as T = JA,B,CK if the rank R is clear from the context.

If the tensor T is unfolded to a matrix in the third mode by

combining all its mode-3 fibers as columns of a matrix T(3),

the CPD can also be written as T(3) = C(B⊙A)T [5].

III. NLS UPDATING

NLS algorithms have been shown to perform well for the

computation of the CPD of a tensor, as they are efficient

and very robust for more difficult decompositions [5]. In this

section, we convert the batch NLS algorithm to an updating

method that maintains most of these nice properties, while

being more time- and memory-efficient.

Consider at time k a third order tensor T ∈ R
I×J×K , with

rank-R CPD JX,Y,ZK. At time k + 1, a frontal slice M is

added to T in the third mode, as shown in Figure 1, forming a

tensor T (up). Instead of recomputing the entire CPD to include

the new slice, we want to perform an efficient update of the

decomposition, both in time and memory, to obtain the CPD

JA,B,CK of T (up). Assuming the model stays approximately

the same, the old factor matrices are used to initialize the

algorithm, but Z is extended with a new row cT
new: thus A =

X, B = Y and C =
[

Z

c
T
new

]

. cnew can be obtained from the new

slice by computing the least squares solution of (Y⊙X)cnew =
vec(M):

cnew = (Y ⊙X)†vec(M)

=
[

(Y ⊙X)T(Y ⊙X)
]−1

(Y ⊙X)Tvec(M)

= [(YTY) ∗ (XTX)]−1(Y ⊙X)Tvec(M). (1)

As R is typically small, computing the inverse of the R×R-

matrix [(YTY) ∗ (XTX)] is not expensive (and singularity of

this matrix points to an overestimation of R), while (Y ⊙
X)Tvec(M) can be obtained without explicitly forming the

Khatri–Rao product [17].

In the remainder of this section, we describe an NLS method

that can efficiently update an existing CPD when a new slice is

≈

Figure 1. Example of the tensor updating procedure. Left: the original tensor
is extended with an extra slice (red) in the third mode. Right: the CPD of
the tensor is updated by adding a new vector (red) to the factor matrix in the
third mode and modifying the existing factor matrices (pink).

added to the tensor, while only the factor matrices and the new

tensor slice are stored. The method builds on the framework

for the efficient representation of structured tensors described

in [15], [16]. We exploit the structure of the CPD to derive

efficient expressions for the objective function, gradient and

Gramians that are needed in the NLS method. Windowing

strategies are also discussed, as are dynamic tensor ranks.

The section ends with an analysis of the complexity of the

algorithm. The full algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.

A. Objective function

We compute the CPD JA,B,CK of the updated tensor T (up)

by minimizing the following objective function:

min
A,B,C

f = min
A,B,C

1

2
|| JA,B,CK − T (up)||2F .

We partition the factor matrix C as
[

C
c

]

, with c the last row

of C and rewrite f as

f =
1

2
||

q
A,B,C

y
− T ||2F +

1

2
|| JA,B, cK −M||2F ,

which can be expanded to

f =
1

2
||

q
A,B,C

y
||2F −

〈q
A,B,C

y
, T

〉

+
1

2
||T ||2F

+
1

2
|| JA,B, cK ||2F − 〈JA,B, cK ,M〉+

1

2
||M||2F .

One can note that 1
2 ||

q
A,B,C

y
||2F + 1

2 || JA,B, cK ||2F =
1
2 || JA,B,CK ||2F . The full tensor T is not stored during the

updating process for memory efficiency. Instead, we work with

its CPD approximation JX,Y,ZK, which is the best available

guess of T . Using this CPD approximation, we obtain the

following objective function:

f ≈
1

2
|| JA,B,CK ||2F −

〈q
A,B,C

y
, JX,Y,ZK

〉

+
1

2
|| JX,Y,ZK ||2F − 〈JA,B, cK ,M〉+

1

2
||M||2F . (2)

Equation (2) can be further simplified to avoid the construction

of full tensors by exploiting the structure of the CPD. First,

|| JA,B,CK ||2F = vec(JA,B,CK)Tvec(JA,B,CK)
= 1T(C⊙B⊙A)T(C⊙B⊙A)1

= 1T[(ATA) ∗ (BTB) ∗ (CTC)]1, (3)

where 1 is a vector of length R consisting of only ones. The

term 1
2 || JX,Y,ZK ||2F can be simplified in the same manner.

The inner product
〈q

A,B,C
y
, JX,Y,ZK

〉

can similarly be
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written as 1T[(ATX)∗(BTY)∗(C
T
Z)]1. Because JA,B, cK =

Adiag(c)BT , both JA,B, cK and M are matrices and their

inner product is simply 1T[(Adiag(c)BT ) ∗M]1.

B. Gradient and Gramian

For an NLS algorithm, efficient evaluations of the gradient

and Gramian of f are required [16]. Below, we give the

derivation of the gradient ∇f = vec
([

∂f
∂A

∂f
∂B

∂f
∂C

])

. The

expression for the Gramian is identical to the batch algorithm,

as shown in [5].

We derive the terms ∂f
∂A

and ∂f
∂C

of the gradient. The term
∂f
∂B

is obtained analogously to ∂f
∂A

. Only the first, second

and fourth terms of equation (2) are non-constant, so we

compute their derivatives with respect to A and C, using the

expressions from the previous subsection. For ∂f
∂A

, we find

∂

∂A

1

2
|| JA,B,CK ||2F = A[(BTB) ∗ (CTC)]

−
∂

∂A

〈q
A,B,C

y
, JX,Y,ZK

〉

= −X[(YTB) ∗ (ZTC)]

−
∂

∂A
〈JA,B, cK ,M〉 = −MBdiag(c),

leading to

∂f

∂A
= A[(BTB)∗(CTC)]−X[(YTB)∗(ZTC)]−MBdiag(c).

Analogously, we have

∂f

∂C
= C[(ATA) ∗ (BTB)] +

[

− ∂f

∂C
〈JA,B,CK,JX,Y,ZK〉

− ∂f
∂c

〈JA,B,cK,M〉

]

= C[(ATA) ∗ (BTB)] +
[

−Z[(XT
A)∗(YT

B)]

−vec(M)T(B⊙A)

]

,

as ∂f
∂C

can be partitioned into

[

∂f

∂C

∂f
∂ c

]

and the second and fourth

term of Equation (2) do not depend on c or C, respectively.

In the Gauss–Newton (GN) method, the Hessian of f is

approximated by its Gramian JTJ, where J is the Jacobian

of f . Using a limited number of Conjugate Gradients (CG)

iterations, the speed of the algorithm is increased and explicit

evaluation of the Gramian is avoided, as CG only needs

the Gramian-vector product JTJp, which can be obtained

efficiently by exploiting the block-structure of the Gramian.

Following Sorber et al. [5], if we write p = vec([P1 P2 P3 ]),
then (JTJp)1,1, the contribution of the diagonal 1, 1-block

of JTJ in JTJp, can be computed as vec(P1[(B
TB) ∗

(CTC)]). The contribution of the off-diagonal 1, 2-block of

JTJ, (JTJp)1,2, can be computed as vec(A[(CTC)∗(PT
2B)].

The contributions of the other diagonal and off-diagonal blocks

can be obtained analogously. In practice, a block-Jacobi pre-

conditioner [18] with diagonal blocks [(BTB) ∗ (CTC)]⊗ II ,

[(ATA) ∗ (CTC)]⊗ IJ and [(ATA) ∗ (BTB)]⊗ IK , where In

is the n × n-identity matrix, is also applied to the system to

improve the convergence speed.

C. Windowing and dynamic rank

Different weighting strategies can be followed to en-

sure that recent tensor slices influence the decomposition

more than older ones. The use of exponential or trun-

cated/rectangular windows are two popular windowing strate-

gies [13], [19]. The first one uses a weighting matrix L =
diag([λk, λk−1, . . . , λ, 1]), so that every old slice is scaled

down by a factor λ whenever a new slice arrives. The second

one only considers the last M slices for the update and thus

truncates the tensor by removing its outdated slices. Its weight-

ing matrix looks as follows: L = diag([0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 1]),
where L contains M ones. Both types can be combined to

obtain a truncated exponential window with weighting matrix

L = diag([0, 0, . . . , 0, λM−1, λM−2, . . . , λ, 1]).
Windowing can easily be incorporated into the updating

algorithm, by modifying the objective function:

min
A,B,C

|| JA,B,LCK − T (up)
·3 L||

2
F .

The factor matrices C and Z are thus replaced by LC and

LZ, respectively, where L is the matrix L without its last row

and column. If required, the factor matrix C can be recovered

from LC by left multiplication with L†, where L† is obtained

by inverting the non-zero entries of L. Otherwise, λLC can

directly be used for the initialization of the next updating step.

The updating method can easily be adapted to admit changes

of the tensor rank, as in every update, the rank of the new

CPD can be adjusted. To see this, note that the objective

function (2) and the gradients do not change if JX,Y,ZK
has a different rank than JA,B,CK. Determining when the

rank should change, is more difficult, however. See [20] for

an extended discussion.

Algorithm 1: NLS updating for CPD

Input : Old CPD JX,Y,ZKR, new slice M, windowing

matrix L, max number of GN iterations P , max

number of CG iterations Q

Output: Updated factor matrices A, B and C

1 Solve (Y ⊙X)cnew = vec(M) using Equation (1)

2 Decide on rank R′ of the updated CPD based on the

error ||(Y ⊙X)cnew − vec(M)||F (default R′ = R)

3 Concatenate cnew to Z to obtain the initializationr
X,Y,L

[

Z

c
T
new

]z
R

4 Remove column or add random column to the

initialization if R′ 6= R

5 Solve the NLS-problem

minA,B,C || JA,B,LCKR′ − T (up)
·3 L||

2
F with max P

GN iterations and max Q preconditioned CG iterations

per GN iteration, using the efficient evaluations in

Section III

6 Recover C from C = L†(LC) or store LC

7 Return the updated factor matrices A, B and C

D. Complexity analysis

A dogleg trust-region Gauss-Newton method is used to

compute the CPD updates. This method performs a maximum

of P iterations wherein the optimization step pp is computed

by solving JT
pJppp = −∇fp, where J is the Jacobian of

f . The latter system is solved by preconditioned CG with
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Q iterations for which the complexity is dominated by the

evaluation of JT
pJppp. Each update thus requires a maximum

of P evaluations of f and ∇f and PQ evaluations of JT
pJppp

plus an additional number P ′ of evaluations of f for the trust-

region method. P ′ is typically equal to P .

For the objective function, it can be noted that
1
2 || JX,Y,ZK ||2F and 1

2 ||M||2F are constant and only have

to be computed once. Assuming R′ = R, the terms
1
2 || JA,B,CK ||2F and

〈q
A,B,C

y
, JX,Y,ZK

〉

can be com-

puted in O
(

R2 max(I, J,M)
)

flops, with M the length of the

window, using the simplification of equation (3). The last term

〈JA,B, cK ,M〉 can be computed in O
(

IJ
)

flops, totaling at

a complexity of O
(

2R2 max(I, J,M) + IJ
)

flops.

The gradient ∇f consists of three terms, ∂f
∂A

, ∂f
∂B

and ∂f
∂C

.

They can all be computed in O
(

2R2 max(I, J,M) + IJR
)

flops, totaling at O
(

6R2 max(I, J,M) + 3IJR
)

flops.

The Gramian-vector product JT
pJppp requires

O
(

3R2 max(I, J,M)
)

flops per CG iteration [5] and

thus O
(

3QR2 max(I, J,M)
)

flops per GN iteration.

Preconditioning adds three R × R matrix inversions

and Q matrix-vector products per GN iteration, totaling

O
(

3R3 +QR(I + J +M)
)

flops.

Summing these values for P iterations of the method

and adding the P ′ evaluations of f for the trust-region

method, leads to a total time complexity of O
(

(8P +3QP +
2P ′)R2 max(I, J,M) + (3RP + P + P ′)IJ + 3PR3 +
PQR(I+J+M)

)

, which for low rank tensors and a truncated

window is dominated by the term 3RPIJ . Note that this term

only depends on the dimensions of the new slice M and not

on the window length M .

The memory consumption of the proposed method is dom-

inated by the storage of the old and new CPD, which is

O
(

R(I+J +M)
)

and the new tensor slice, which is O
(

IJ
)

.

The gradients and Gramian-vector products that are used dur-

ing the execution of the method both require O
(

R(I+J+M)
)

memory as well. In contrast, storing the full (windowed) tensor

would require O
(

IJM)
)

memory.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We compare the proposed method with batch algorithms

for the CPD and with the PARAFAC-SDT and PARAFAC-

RLST methods of Nion et al. [13]. All computations are done

in Tensorlab [11]. The batch algorithms simply compute the

CPD of the tensor formed by the slices in the window. These

algorithms are a nonlinear least squares (NLS) algorithm,

called cpd_nls, and an alternating least squares (ALS)

algorithm, called cpd_als, both available in Tensorlab. In

every step, they are initialized with the decomposition from the

previous updating step, with the aforementioned least squares

solution cnew = (Y ⊙X)†vec(M), corresponding to the new

slice, concatenated to the third factor matrix. All optimization

methods are limited to P = 1 iterations, while Q = 5 CG

iterations are allowed for the linear systems that are solved

during the algorithms. The experiments are performed on a

computer with an Intel Core i7-6820HQ CPU at 2.70GHz and

16GB of RAM using MATLAB R2016b and Tensorlab 3.0.

Initially, a rank-R tensor of dimensions 1000×1000×100 is

generated by sampling two factor matrices from the standard

normal distribution. The third factor matrix is sampled along

a third-degree polynomial with coefficients from the standard

normal distribution to obtain a model that varies slowly along

its third mode. The different experiments have R = 2, 4 and 6,

respectively. The tensor is perturbed by uniformly distributed

noise over the interval [−0.5, 0.5] with a signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) of 20 dB. First, a full CPD is computed for the first fifty

mode-3 slices of the tensor. The other slices are then added

one by one to the tensor, after which the decomposition is

updated. A truncated exponential window of length M = 30
with forgetting factor λ = 0.9 is applied. Reported values are

medians across ten runs.

In Table I, the median required CPU-time to compute an

update using five different methods is shown. The five methods

are the batch NLS and batch ALS algorithms using only slices

from the truncated exponential window, i.e., using only the last

M slices of the tensor, and PARAFAC-SDT, PARAFAC-RLST

and the proposed updating method using the same window.

For these large tensors, the updating method achieves about

the same speed as PARAFAC-SDT and both are a factor 10
to 50 faster than the batch methods. For smaller tensors, the

updating method is slower than PARAFAC-SDT.

In Table II, the median fitting errors over the fifty updating

steps are shown. The error is here defined as the average error

for all tensor entries, where the slices are weighted using the

windowing matrix, i.e., the errors of older slices have a smaller

weight in the mean than those of newer slices. The accuracy

of the updating method is close to that of the batch methods,

while PARAFAC-SDT and PARAFAC-RLST perform a lot

worse, especially for larger values of R. As only one iteration

is performed by the updating method during the experiments

(P = 1 and Q = 5), higher accuracy can easily be traded

for longer execution times by increasing P and/or Q. Results

for P = 5 and Q = 25 are also included in Tables I and II.

It can be seen that increasing the number of iterations does

improve the results slightly. However, the execution time rises

linearly with the number of performed iterations. In Figure 2,

the errors of the different methods are plotted for the case

R = 6 and SNR = 50dB. The updating method achieves an

accuracy that is close to that of the batch methods. Increasing

the number of iterations improves the results marginally. The

error also remains relatively constant over the fifty updates, in

contrast to PARAFAC-SDT, for which the errors accumulate.

Summarizing, the error of the updating method is slightly

larger than the error of the batch methods, but this is com-

pensated by its superior speed. As only the old CPD and

the new slice have to be stored, the memory cost is lower

compared to the batch methods, which have to store the last

M tensor slices. For tensors with millions of entries or time-

sensitive applications, this can make an important difference in

the applicability of tensor methods. Although PARAFAC-SDT

has the same speed as the updating method for large tensors,

it consistently yielded a lower accuracy.

V. CONCLUSION

An NLS updating method was proposed for the CPD that

exploits its structure to execute a fast NLS update whenever
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a new slice arrives. The batch NLS algorithm for the CPD

is adapted so that it can be used in an updating context. By

only using the previous decomposition and the new tensor

slice when it arrives, the updating method becomes both time-

and memory-efficient, while maintaining a good accuracy for

the decomposition. Efficient expressions are derived for the

computation of the objective function, gradient and Gramian. It

is also shown that arbitrary windowing strategies and changes

of the tensor rank can be handled straightforwardly. Finally,

the performance of the method is demonstrated on a large-

scale tensor. The algorithm is faster than batch ALS and NLS

algorithms for the numerical experiments, while maintaining

good accuracy, especially compared to PARAFAC-SDT and

PARAFAC-RLST. As only the new slice and the old factor

matrices are needed in the computation of the update, updating

is very memory efficient, making it applicable for large-
scale problems. A possible drawback of this memory-efficient

approach is that small latent trends in the data may be

ignored during multiple consecutive updates as these trends

are dominated by the current model in every step. This could

be mitigated by tracking some additional information, e.g., the

previous (few) slice(s) or an extra rank-1 term.
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